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Complete list of all Werks in category „Checks & Agents“
18.10.15
(only class „Feature“)
LEVEL 3

#1685 enterasys_*: Now supporting device C2G124-48 (Rev 05.02.18.0002)
#1694 cisco_wlc/cisco_wlc_clients: Added support for Cisco AIR-CT2504-K9
#1734 check_sql: Added support for DB2 (thanks to Troels Arvin)
#1757 Check SSH can now be configured in WATO
#1782 msexch_replhealth: new check for monitoring health of MS Exchange DAG
#1207 services: Check can now be configured with additional names for matching
LEVEL 2
#1786 casa_cpu_mem, casa_cpu_temp, casa_cpu_util, casa_fan, casa_power: support more devices, also C100G
#1787 docsis_channels_upstream, docsis_channels_downstream: now also support CASA 100G
#1554 mk_oracle: You can now monitor multiple ORACLE releases on the same host
#1519 etherbox.temp: Now supports lower levels, output configurable to Celsius, Fahrenheit or Kelvin
#1450 checkpoint_connections, checkpoint_packets: new checks to monitor Checkpoint firewalls
#1520 hwg_temp: Now uses new temperature ruleset, allows lower levels and alternate output units.
#1451 users: new check to monitor number of users logged in on a linux system
#1521 carel_sensors: Now uses new Temperature WATO-Rule
#1626 Renamed service descriptions of filesystem, process and logwatch checks
#1459 netscaler_cpu: new check to monitor the CPUs of Citrix Netscaler Appliances
#1629 check_mk_agent.freebsd: several new features and improvements, now only use statgrab
#1460 df_netscaler: new check to monitor filesystem usage on Citrix Netscaler devices
#1726 Move variable data of Linux/UNIX agents to /var/lib/check_mk_agent
#1461 msexch_dag.copyqueue: added a WATO rule for this check
#1458 msexch_dag.contentindex, msexch_dag.copyqueue, msexch_dag.dbcopy: new checks for MS Exchange
#1462 netscaler_ha: new check to monitor the HA state of Citrix Netscaler appliances
Mailbox Servers in a DAG
#1838 emc_datadomain_mtree: New check for EMC Datadomain MTrees
#1820 mem.linux: new dedicated check for Linux memory management
#1464 netscaler_mem: new check to monitor the memory usage of Citrix Netscaler Appliances
#1831 diskstat: detect multipath devices and handle them instead of the physical paths
#1822 oracle_undostat: rule for non space error count
#1668 Interface groups: Can create groups out of interface item names
#1823 mk_oracle_crs: compatibility against CRS 10.2 + 11.1
#1850 netscaler_health.fan, netscaler_health.psus, netscaler_health.temp: new checks to monitor the health of Citrix
#1825 oracle_recovery_status: backupcheck for user managed backups
Netscaler Loadbalancers
#1826 oracle_dataguard_stats: New rule for apply_lag_min, removed default rule
#1860 df and other filesystem checks: process total fs size as perfdata
#1807 check_mail: Added new check to check IMAP/POP3 login (incl. forwarding of mails to event console)
#1947 agent_ucs_bladecenter: Monitors UCS Bladecenter via Web-API
#1841 fileinfo, fileinfo.groups: new parameter for selecting ranges of the time of the day
#2083 Added Siemens PLC (SPS) monitoring
#1669 mrpe program check_16bit_program.cc: Monitors 16 bit programs on windows
#2052 winperf_if: Now able to automatically group teamed interfaces and more
#1849 netscaler_dnsrates: new check for DNS statistics of Citrix Netscaler Loadbalancers
#2100 if64: check can now impose limits on the number of outgoing and incoming non-unicast packets per second
#1214 ups_bat_temp,ups_capacity,ups_in_freq,ups_in_voltage,ups_out_load,ups_out_voltage: Checks now detect
#2057 New checks for postgreSQL monitoring
more UPS Devices
#2137 diskstat: new implementation of Linux Disk IO check
#1523 lnx_thermal: Now supports setting levels
#2104 aix_if: new agent section and check
#1670 winperf_processor: fixed invalid check values on counter wrap
#2061 DB2 monitoring: Additional checks for AIX (and presumably linux)
#1524 kentix_temp: Now supports setting levels
#2154 Interface-Checks: Separate traffic thresholds for in and out are now possible
#1525 viprinet_temp: Now uses new Temperature WATO rule
#1903 mk_oracle: Remote Monitoring of Oracle Databases
#1673 netapp_volumes: now able to configure levels by magic factor
#2201 apt: New check for checking pending APT updates on Debian and Ubuntu
#1854 netscaler_tcp_conns: new check to monitor tcp connections on Citrix Netscaler Loadbalancer Appliances
#2271 logwatch_ec: Now able to create a single check for each logfile forwarded to the event console
#1857 ibm_svc_portsas: new check and extended special agent for IBM SVC / Storwize V3700 / V7000 devices
#2317 agent_ruckus_spot: new special agent for querying access point statistics via web interface
#1918 ps: new option for checking the age of a process (on Linux)
#2371 appdynamics_memory, appdynamics_sessions, appdynamics_web_container: New checks for AppDynamic
#1674 ibm_svc_license, other license checks: now able to configure limits
#2398 agent_vsphere: now able to opt-out of servers ssl certifcate check
#1920 df: Linux filesystem check now supports displaying data reserved for root
#2425 agent_hp_msa: New special agent to monitor "HP MSA Storage" devices
#1675 esx_vsphere_hostsystem.cpu_util_cluster: Averaged CPU utilization of all cluster nodes
#1216 hp_procurve_cpu: Can now be configured with Wato
#1676 if.include: now able to detect grouped interfaces
LEVEL 1
#1928 netapp_api_if: Improved handling and check output of virtual interfaces
#1827 oracle_tablespace: WATO rule for default increment
#1422 agent_vsphere: now able to configure where the power state of a vm or esx-host should be assigned
#1217 dell_om_sensors: Check now uses generic temperature features
#1442 ups_socomec_out_source: New check for checking the power source of out phases for Socomec UPSs
#1929 netapp_api_if: improved inventory and check output of virtual interfaces
#0662 domino_mailqueues: new check to monitor mail queues in Lotus Domino
#1218 Inital Agent Version for zOS (IBM Mainframes)
#1188 veeam_client: Check now also outputs ReadSize and TransferedSize
#1948 Livedump: Host names can now be prefixed with an individual string
#0663 domino_info: new check to extract informational data about a Lotus Domino Server
#1958 akcp_daisy_smoke: added new check for smoke sensors on expansion boards which are daisy chained to an
#0664 domino_users: new check to monitor the number of users on a Domino Notes server
AKCP securityProbe 5E
#1447 domino_transactions: new check to monitor the number of transactions per minute on Lotus Domino servers
#1219 synology_disks, synology_fans, synology_info, synology_raid, synology_status, synology_update: Multiple
#1190 statgrab_cpu: Check can now handle parameters
Synology NAS Checks
#1191 Linux agent now also sends information about tmpfs
#1968 qlogic_fcport, qlogic_sanbox, qlogic_sanbox_fabric_element: Supporting SAN Switch Module for IBM
#1193 ps: Manual Checks can now use RegEx for user matching
BladeCenter(R) now
#1194 Linux Agent now supports monitoring of cifs mounts
#1220 if,if64: Discovery can now be based on port description
#1195 AIX Agent now also supports monitoring of cifs mounts
#1930 Windows agent: now able to unpack plugins.cap file (created by Check_MK agent bakery)
#1196 apache_status: Added timeout
#1933 esx_vsphere_objects: now able to set a different alert level when the host/vm reports 'unknown'
#1443 ups_socomec_outphase: New check for monitoring the out phases of Socomec UPSs
#1222 mbg_lantime_ng_state: Support for the new Meinberg Lantime MIB (MBG-LANTIME-NG-MIB)
#1197 climaveneta_temp: New check for temperature sensors on Climaveneta clima devices
#1961 akcp_exp_humidity, akcp_exp_smoke, akcp_exp_temp, akcp_exp_water: New checks to monitor AKCP
#1167 citrix_license/esx_license: Can now be configured to always show OK as state
securityProbe and expansion boards
#1198 climaveneta_fan: New check for fan speed on Climaveneta devices
#1991 emc_datadomain_temps: make configurable via WATO, add Perf-O-Meter
#1199 climaveneta_alarm: New check to display the alarm states on Climaveneta devcies
#1939 check_ftp: changed service description if the ftp port differs from 21
#1484 dell_om_sensors: Use sensor name as item
#1992 df: Show usages near to zero with a higher precision - not simply as 0.00
#1200 Docsis Checks: Now HW Rev2 of Arris Cable Modems are detected.
#1949 ibm_svc_host / other license checks: now able to configure limits
#1201 allnet_ip_sensoric: Detect Temperature Sensors now in more cases
#1996 kernel.util: Also output values for steal and guest (no PNP template yet)
#1171 Added new check for monitoring mail delivery (SMTP -> IMAP/POP3 mailbox)
#1998 statgrab_net: New implementation of network interface monitoring via statgrab
#1444 f5_bigip_chassis_temp, f5_bigip_cpu_temp: Two new checks to replace the old f5_bigip_temp
#1889 cmciii.phase: New check to monitor input phases for Raritan PDUs
#1432 agent_vsphere: now able to monitor virtual machines snapshots
#1950 ibm_svc_mdisk / disk checks: now able to configure the return state for state and mode of disk
#1445 quantum_libsmall_door, quantum_libsmall_status: Two new checks for monitoring small Quantum tape
#2005 services: change service description from service_ to Service or new installations
libraries
#1862 netscaler_vserver: new check to monitor VServers on Citrix Netscaler Appliance
#1448 domino_info: check is extended to also show and monitor the lnNotesServerState
#2036 docsis_channels_upstream: Add handling for codewords (WATO rule, rate computation, Perf-O-Meter)
#1509 if, if64: New option for make inventory based on port alias
#2039 mk_logwatch: new per-logfile-options maxfilesize and maxlinesize
#1439 mk-job: now also available on solaris systems
#1891 apc_symmetra: Now supports setting levels on remaining battery time
#1440 livedump: now able to add hosts icon_image on config generation
#1951 check_http: now able to configure warning and critical limit for certificate age
#1517 carel_sensors: New check for monitoring temperature sensors of Carel AC devices
#1892 hp_procurve_mem: Now supports setting levels in WATO
#1551 f5_bigip_vserver: add performance data for connections and connection rate
#1952 check_mk_agent.linux: integrated runas plugin into check_mk_agent.linux
#1518 raritan_pdu_inlet, raritan_pdu_inlet_summary: Modified existing check to give one item per phase and support
#1893 cisco_power: Now discovers all power supplies, not only redundant ones
setting levels.
#2053 New windows plugin: windows_if.ps1, renders wmic_if.ps1 obsolete
#1592 AIX: New Plugin to monitor errpt in logwatch style
#1864 akcp_exp_drycontact, akcp_exp_temp : change to service output and levels
#1565 mem.win: set default levels for page file to 80%/90%
#2043 ibm_svc_mdiskgrp: Fix computation of capacity, show and check provisioning
#1608 zpool_status: Add an overall state check (thx to Craig Cook)
#2044 IBM SVC checks: renamed services, remove bogus IBM SVC
#1594 ibm_svc_host: Can now be set to be always OK
#1894 hwg_humidity: New check to monitor humidity sensors attached to HWg-STE
#1595 esx_vsphere_objects_count: New Check to Ouput the number of VMs
#1866 ibm_imm_fan, ibm_imm_temp: new checks to monitor fans and temp sensors on IBM Servers via the IMM
#1567 postfix_mailq: speedup in Linux agent for large mail queues
#1867 ibm_imm_voltage: new check to monitor power supply and CMS battery voltages on servers via IBMs IMM
#1611 mssql.vbs: Supporting SQL-Server 2014 now
#1225
#1568 f5_bigip_cluster_v11: new check for F5 cluster status for firmware version 11
sansymphony_alerts,sansymphony_pool,sansymphony_ports,sansymphony_serverstatus,sansymphony_virtualdiskstatus:
#1569 check_mk_agent.openbsd: add sections for mem and lnx_if (memory and network interfaces)
New Checks for Datacore Sansymphony
#1615 qnap_disks: Added support for Fujitsu NAS QR802
#2056 winperf_processor: additionally reports user and privileged(system) time
#1616 drbd: Added support for Ahead/Behind cluster states (DRBD >= 8.3.10)
#1226 mysql: New check to show the version of the mysql deamon
#1627 megaraid_ldisks: Warn if current cache or write policy differs from logical drive default policy
#1227 mysql_ping: New Check to detect misconfiguration of the mk_mysql plugin
#1630 smart: update in plugin that also outputs information about disks attached to a MegaRAID controller
#2134 winperf_phydisk: allow device to appear more than one time in agent output
#1631 juniper_bgp_state: check now detects and supports more differen device models
#2102 mbg_lantime_ng_fan, mbg_lantime_ng_state, mbg_lantime_state: new checks for Meinberg LANTIME Clocks
#1645 Added basic kernel section to FreeBSD agent
supporting the new MBG-LANTIME-NG-MIB
#1597 bluecat_dhcp, bluecat_dns: Checks can now be used in Check_MK Cluster Mode
#1229 MySQL: The MySQL Plugin now supports multiple instances
#1599 check_mk_agent.aix: Simple run_cached Feature for plugins
#2138 df: Filesystem check now outputs performance data for inodes (and shows a graph)
#1699 Windows agent: new option "file" for writing output into a file
#1231 mssql_counters.file_sizes: It's now possible to set levels for Filesizes
#1684 cisco_vpn_tunnel: Now supporting VPN 3000 Conncentrator devices
#2105 mbg_lantime_ng_refclock: new check for Meinberg LANTIME clocks supporting the new MBG-LANTIME-NG MIB
#2062 grouped interfaces: additional information in check output and new port state 'degraded'
#2153 siemens_plc.duration siemens_plc.flag siemens_plc.info: New Checks for Siemens PLC devices
#2063 winperf_if: now also able to detect the interface port state 'lowerLayerDown'
#2155 siemens_plc_counter: added new check for monitoring increasing counter values
#2106 aix_sap_processlist: new check and agent plugin to monitor the process list of SAP Application Server
Instances on AIX systems
#2156 Interface-Checks: Can now be configured to use predictive traffic levels
#2165 aix_agent: Local checks can now also be executed in run cached mode
#1830 oracle_rman: added detection of INCR0/1 backups
#1900 mk_oracle: added oracle session environment
#1901 mk_oracle: IGNORE_DB_NAME for special environments
#1902 mk_oracle: Performance hint for RMAN checks
#2183 ps: allow levels of used RAM in percentage of total RAM of host
#1486 mk_oracle: completely overhauled ORACLE monitoring
#1665 agent_netapp: New special agent for NetApp monitoring via Web-API
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#1272 alcatel_power, alcatel_temp Support for stacked environments
#1273 bvip_cams, bvip_fans, bvip_info, bvip_link, bvip_poe, bvip_temp, bvip_util, bvip_video_alerts: New Checks for
Bosch Video over IP Cameras
#2405 ucs_bladecenter_topsystem, ucs_bladecenter_faulinst: new checks for UCS bladecenter
#2451 wut_webtherm.humidity, wut_webtherm.pressure: Two new checks for humidity and air pressure sensors for
WuT devices
#2472 MSSQL Agent Plugin: Can now be configured to auth as database user
#2286 hp_procurve_cpu, hp_procurve_mem, hp_procurve_sensors: now can monitor HP 2920 Switch Stack
#2287 fjdarye500_cadaps fjdarye500_cmods fjdarye500_cmods_flash fjdarye500_cmods_mem fjdarye500_conencs
fjdarye500_cpsus fjdarye500_devencs fjdarye500_disks fjdarye500_expanders fjdarye500_inletthmls fjdarye500_sum
fjdarye500_syscaps fjdarye500_thmls: New checks for Fujitsu Eternus DX500 S3
#2409 AIX DB2 monitoring: the agent plugin now processes all db2 instances in parallel
#2288 check_mk_agent.aix: New sections for HACMP cluster manager
#2289 aix_hacmp_resources, aix_hacmp_services, aix_hacmp_nodes: new checks for HACMP Cluster Manager
#2410 ESX / agent_vsphere: Now able to re-use session cookies
#2290 hp_procurve_temp: new check which monitors the system temperature of HP Switches which support the HPICF-CHASSIS-Mib
#2291 check juniper_trpz_aps: now monitors the number of access points of all juniper trapeze devices which
support the TRAPEZE-NETWORKS-REGISTRATION-MIB
#2292 kentix_amp_sensors: New check for the Kentix Alarmmanager Pro
#2413 esx_vsphere_counters: new check to monitor the disk throughput and latency for ESX datastores
#2513 sentry_pdu_outlets sentry_pdu_systempower: new checks which monitor the system power consumption and
outlet states of sentry pdu devices which support the Sentry3-MIB
#2514 check oracle_jobs: configurable service status in case of disabled jobs
#2515 juniper_trpz_aps: check is now cluster-aware
#2417 winperf_phydisk: can now work in a cluster environment
#2523 ipmi: new wato rule to set ignored sensors and activate/deactivate summarizing
#1277 check_ldap: It is now possible to specify a alternative Hostname
#1278 mssql_blocked_sessions: New Check to show blocked MSSQL Sessions
#1279 check_curl (treasures): Added NTLM support
#2516 check juniper_trpz_aps: now lists also the sessions on the access points
#2535 if64adm: new variant of 64 that allows to take the admin status of the interface into account
#2536 emc_isilon_fans, emc_isilon_temp, emc_isilon_temp.cpu: New checks for fans and temperatures of EMC Isilon
#2527 emc_isilon_power, emc_isilon_quota: New checks for power supply and fs quotas on EMC Isilon data storage
devices
#2528 emc_isilon_cpu, emc_isilon_ifs: New checks for cpu utilization and the combined cluster storage on EMC Isilon
data storage devices
#2529 kernel.util can now be configured to warn if a single cpu core exceeds a utilization threshold for a while
#2419 windows agent: is now downward compatible to win2k
#2517 mem.linux: Now able to handle hardware corrupted error via WATO rule
#1281 Microsoft Azure special agent (treasures)
#2420 mk_db2.aix: now able to monitor partitioned databases
#2530 ups_modulys_alarms ups_modulys_battery ups_modulys_battery_temp ups_modulys_inphase
ups_modulys_outphase: New checks for the Socomec Modulys UPS
#2518 veritas_vcs: New check which monitors the Veritas Cluster Service
#2519 check_mk_agent.linux: New section for a Veritas Cluster Service
#1283 hyperv_checkpoints,hyperv_vmstatus: Checkpoints and Integration Services Check for HyperV VMs
#2520 genua_vpn: new check which monitors the VPN state of a genuscreen VPN appliance
#2521 juniper_trpz_aps_sessions: new check shows the radio data and sessions per online access point
#2511 siemens_plc: Special agent can now be configured to fetch other memory areas than DB
#2421 winperf_phydisk: now able to monitor the average read/write duration for each disk
#2422 winperf_mem: new check to monitor memory pages per second
#2423 interface checks: now able to configure absolute levels for error packets
#1286 blade_bx_powerfan: Discovery ignores not present fans now
#2424 esx_vsphere_counters: improved handling when data is missing
#1288 cisco_vpn_tunnel: Added Metrics for trafic, please beware:
#2563 ipr400_temp, ipr400_in_voltage: New checks for the Omnitronics IPR400
#2583 datapower_tcp: new check which monitors the number of TCP connections in the various possible states
#2565 dell_om_disks now warns if SMART predicts disk failure
#2572 dell_om_vdisks: New check for virtual disks on Dell OpenManage supported devices
#2586 ibm_imm_fan: lower and upper levels are now configurable
#2587 juniper_temp, juniper_fru, juniper_mem, juniper_alarm: new checks for a Juniper Ethernet Switch
#2588 emcvnx_sp_util: new check which monitors the storage processor utilization of an EMC VNX Storage System
#2623 janitza_umg_inphase, janitza_umg_freq, janitza_umg_temp: new checks for Janitza Power Analyzers
#2589 check raritan_emx: splitted into three subchecks
#2590 raritan_px2_sensors: new check which monitors the temperature, humidity, air flow and pressure sensors
connected to a Raritan PX2 Device
#2591 raritan_emx_sensors: new check which monitors contact, temperature, humidity, air flow and pressure sensors
connected to a Raritan EMX Device
#2592 netextreme_fan, netextreme_psu, netextreme_psu_in, netextreme_psu_out, netextreme_temp: new checks for
Extreme Networks Switches
#2625 kernel.util, winperf_processor.util: now support an optional graph showing utilization of individual cores
#2626 ps check configurable to list state of individual processes in long output
#2633 cisco_stackpower: new check which monitors the link status of stack ports of Cisco Switches 3750-E Series
#2634 artec_documents, artec_temp: new checks for ARTEC Mail Archive Appliance
#2632 oracle_diva_csm, oracle_diva_csm.actor, oracle_diva_csm.archive, oracle_diva_csm.drive: new checks for DIVA
CSM devices
#2635 pandacom_psu, pandacom_fan, pandacom_sys_temp, pandacom_10gm_temp, pandacom_fc_temp: new
checks for Pandacom SpeedCarrier Chassis 5u
#2433 interface checks: now able to configure the infotext shown in the check output
#2636 ucd_mem, ucd_processes, ucd_disk: new checks for systems using UCD SNMP Daemon
#2655 Windows Agent can now read additional settings from an optional check_mk_local.ini file
#2656 windows agent can now optionally output the full command line in the ps section
#2637 etherbox2_temp: new check for the etherbox 2 (from firmware version 1.21 on) / MessPC
#2621 check_http: Can now be configured to check via IPv6

#2184 statgrab_mem: converted to the same logic as the other memory checks
#2185 canon_pages: added support for b/w A4 and color A4/A3 counters
#2186 check_mk_agent.aix: use GNU df in order to exclude NFS for filesystem monitoring
#2112 hitachi_hnas_bossock: new check to monitor number of running Bossock Fibers
#2196 winperf_if: for Windows interfaces show original Windows state names
#2199 livestatus_status: now in addition check master settings of monitoring core
#2113 hitachi_hnas_drives: new check to determine the overall status of all system drives of Hitachi NAS devices
#2114 hitachi_hus_dkc, hitachi_hus_dku: new checks to monitor hardware states of Hitachi Unified Storage DKUs and
DKCs
#2115 bluenet_meter: new check to monitor energy and power related parameters of Bachmann Bluenet PDUs
#2205 check_icmp: new option for pinging the host alias or an explicity address
#2210 check_bi_aggr: new option for honoring downtimes and acknowledgements
#2211 netapp_api_disk.summary: output physical size of broken disks as an additional information
#1242 enterasys_powersupply: It's now possible to choice which redundancy state treated as OK
#2214 icom_repeater: New set of checks for Icom repeaters
#2245 AIX-Agent: Added support for the uptime check
#2076 fortigate_cpu_base, fortigate_sessions_base: supports wider range of models
#2227 isc_dhcpd: New agent plugin and check for checking IP address pools of ISC DHCP-Daemon
#2270 windows agent: now able to add cached information into section headers
#2283 cisco_srst_call_legs cisco_srst_phones cisco_srst_state: New checks for monitoring Cisco SRST routers
#1246 blade_bays, blade_blades, blade_blowers, blade_health, blade_mediatray: Checks now support IBM Flex
Bladecenter
#2274 windows agent: "check_mk_agent.exe test" now also outputs stderr of plugins
#2275 windows agent: new subfolders, improved folder cleanup during uninstall
#2276 mk_inventory.ps1: now uses directory ./state for its statefiles
#2277 mk_oracle.ps1: changed location of config file
#2232 printer_supply: move setting for "some remaining" status from global option to check parameters
#2293 logwatch: Remove global setting logwatch_service_output from WATO
#2294 if, if64: Move global option for padding port numbers with zeroes into rule
#2296 win_dhcp_pools: Convert global option for discovery empty pools into rule set
#1247 alcatel_timetra_chassis: New Check for Slots, Power Supplies, MDAs, cf cards and Fans of Alcatel Switches
Supporting the TIMETRA-CHASSIS-MIB
#1248 acme_sbc, acme_sbc.settings: New Checks to monitor an ACME Session Border Controller
#2256 mk_mysql: MySQL monitoring is now available for windows
#1249 alcatel_cpu, alcatel_temp, alcatel_fans: New checks for Alcatel switches based on IND1 MIB
#1250 alcatel_timetra_cpu: New CPU Check for Alcatel Switches supporting the TIMETRA MIB
#2215 pfsense_status, pfsense_if: Two new checks to monitor the interfaces and status of pfSense firewalls
#1251 lvm_vgs: New Checks for LVM volume groups
#2280 agent_vsphere: now provides more information if the login attempt fails
#2116 bluenet_sensor, bluenet_sensor.hum: new checks to monitor temperature and humidity of Bachmann Bluenet
PDUs
#1252 hitachi_hus_status: New check to monitor global status on Hitachi Hus Systems
#2117 postfix_mailq: agent and check now retrieve and monitor active queue data as well
#2325 oracle_tablespaces: correctly handle case where check runs in clustered mode
#2216 raritan_pdu_ocprot: New check to monitor overcurrent protectors of Raritan PDUs
#2119 omd_status: check can now work in a cluster environment
#2219 hr_cpu: Reworked check to use WATO rule allowing averaging and predictive levels
#1255 AIX Agent now supports fileinfo. Thanks to Falk Grunert (IBM)
#1256 lvm_vgs: Check now has his own configuration in wato
#2284 kaspersky_av_client, mcafee_av_client: New Checks and agent plugins for monitoring signature and fullscan
age
#2308 agent_vsphere, esx_vsphere_sensors: now reports additional sensor information (cpu, storage controller,
memory)
#2327 mbg_lantime_ng_state, mbg_lantime_state: change default parameters to 2/3 for stratum, 10/20us for offset
#2220 pfsense_counter: New check to monitor several global packet rates on pfSense firewalls
#2120 datapower_cpu, datapower_mem: new checks to monitor CPU and memory and IBMs Datapower Gateways
#2121 datapower_temp: new check to monitor temperature sensors of IBMs Datapower Gateways
#2122 datapower_fan: new check to monitor fan status of IBM Datapower Gateways
#2123 datapower_fs: new check to monitor filesystems on IBMs Datapower Gateways
#2124 datapower_pdrive, datapower_ldrive: new checks to monitor disk states of IBM Datapower Gateways
#2125 datapower_raid_bat: new check to monitor the battery of RAID controllers of IBM Datapower Gateways
#2330 ovs_bonding: Linux agent now supports OVS version 6.2
#2126 cisco_ace_rserver: new check to monitor real servers of Cisco ACE servers
#2235 lnx_quota: Extended linux quota check with group quota check
#2222 citrix_serverload: Load now formatted in percent, correctly treat license error
#1259 wut_webtherm: Check now uses the Check_MK defaults for temperature checks
#2312 New checks for EMC VPLEX: emc_vplex_cpu, emc_vplex_director_stats, emc_vplex_if, emc_vplex_volumes
#1260 jolokia_metrics.perm_gen: New Check to monitor used Perm Space on a JVM
#2448 Various Checks for Citrix XenApp 7.x Farms
#2399 agent_vsphere/esx_vsphere_counters.if: now also reports interface state, bandwidth and mac address
#1262 check_dns, check_ldap, check_smtp: It is now possible to customize the service descriptions of this checks.
#2127 haproxy.frontend, haproxy.server: new checks and agent plugin for HAProxy
#2285 Modified checks for printer pages: canon_pages, printer_pages, printer_pages_ricoh, printer_pages.include
#2129 db_ checks: new mk_db2.linux agent supporting the existing db2_ checks
#1269 esx_vsphere_counters.diskio: Check now uses the default diskstat implementation
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Just a few examples
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#1665
agent_netapp: New special agent for
NetApp monitoring via Web-API

6
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#1820
mem.linux: new dedicated check for
Linux memory management
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#1820 mem.linux
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18.10.15
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#1831
diskstat: detect multipath devices and
handle them instead of the physical paths
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#2057
New checks for
postgreSQL monitoring
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#2057 PostgreSQL
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#2038 SPS Monitoring

#2083
Added Siemens
PLC (SPS) monitoring
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Check Harmonisation
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Harmonisation

Goals of harmonisation of checks:
●

18.10.15

Identical user experiance for all checks of
same type
●

Example: same output text, same graphs

●

Simpler code (by using common code)

●

Better feature set
●

15
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Example: all temperature checks support
trend detection

Harmonisation
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Believe it or not:
Check_MK ships

72
check plugins for temperatures!
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Harmonisation

Current situation
●

●

Some areas are already harmonised:
●

Temperature checks

●

Humidity

●

Electrical phase

●

Fans

●

Disk IO

Others are still to do:
●

17

e.g. Storage devices (disks)
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Check Catalog
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Now directly integrated into WATO
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Description of the Check
● Direct link to parameter rule set
● Example for parameters
●
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News in the Core System
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Automatic Service Discovery

18.10.15

●

Enabled by default in new installations.
#1648

●

Optionally updates services automatically.
#2595
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Service Discovery
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Improved error reporting during service
discovery. #2231

23

●

In Discovery Check

●

On Commandline (cmk -I)

●

In Service List (WATO)

●

During Bulk Discovery

18.10.15

Linux Integration

18.10.15
●

●
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Agents are now included in Check_MK
package. #1759
Linux agent supports systemd.

#1228

18.10.15

New Counter APIs

18.10.15
●

get_rate replaces get_counter

●

get_average interface simplified

●

●

25

#1723
#1725

get_item_state, set_item_state store
arbitrary data
Counter names automatically unique
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Inline SNMP
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Inline SNMP

Why Inline SNMP?
●

●

27
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Classic Check_MK SNMP uses command
line tools → A lot of process creations
Inline SNMP directly uses Net-SNMP
libraries → Saves about 50% of CPU
resources

Inline SNMP
Basic information
●

Available in Check_MK Enterprise Edition

●

Activated per default

●

Compatible with SNMP versions 1, 2, 3

●

Behaves like classic SNMP

●

Inline SNMP also used when running

18.10.15

18.10.15

cmk --snmpwalk and cmk --snmpget (#8265)
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What is new?
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Inline SNMP

Modify ranges
●

●

●

18.10.15

Can limit OID table entries from start,
middle and end
Only specific checks supported, currently
●

interface checks (if/if64, tplink, lancom),

●

emc_isilon_quota

Relevant werks:
#8060, #8228, #8166, #8262
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Inline SNMP

Further features and prospects
●

●

●

●
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Already added Inline SNMP profiling
Determine walk bulk size (Currently fixed to 10
OIDs)
Adapting walks table size based on first column
Use OIDs contained in responses exceeding the
requested table
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Hard- and Software-Inventory
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Switch Port Inventory

33

●

Gathered via SNMP

●

Allows searching for unused ports
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Track changes
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●

Track changes in inventory

●

Hardware and Software

18.10.15

18.10.15

Additional changes
●

18.10.15
#1479 Collect inventory data from remote sites

●

#1452 Added support for Solaris

●

#2298 Host name (Linux, AIX, Windows)

●

#2298 IP addresses, routes (Linux)

●

#1855 ESX: Info about the host OS

●
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#2128 Windows: Inventory plugin available as
VBS script
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News in the Event Console
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#2248 Trap translation
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#2248 The Event Console can now
translate incoming SNMP traps
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#2248 Trap translation
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18.10.15
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#2248 Trap translation

●

Untranslated:

18.10.15

18.10.15

.1.3.6.1.4.1.12345.2.1.3.1.2.10 = 2
●

Translated:
abcPortState = up

39

●

Trap OID goes into Application field

●

EC matching happens after that!

●

Translates all OIDs found in available MIBs

#2099 Replication
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#2099 Allow replication of Event
Console rule and settings
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#2099 Replication

●

●

●
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Central configuration of EC Rules via
WATO
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Distribution via WATO (just like normal
setting)
But: Still no central view (unfortunately)

#2225 Rule Packs
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#2225 Restructured Event Console
rules into packs

42

#2225 Rule Packs
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18.10.15
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●

Rules are now grouped into packs

●

New rule action: skip current pack

●

Example: „ORA-“ not in message ➝ SKIP

●

Advantages:
●

Easier to configure

●

Faster to execute

All new Werks
LEVEL 2
#1719 Allow both host name and IP address when checking for events in Event Console
#1845 Keep record of original source IP address of a syslog message or SNMP trap
#1672 Now able to reclassify logwatch messages before forwarding them to the event console
#2099 Allow replication of Event Console rule and settings
#2248 The Event Console can now translate incoming SNMP traps
#2225 Restructured Event Console rules into packs
#2533 Allow inverted match in Event Console rules
LEVEL 1
#1169 Added host state type filter to "recent event history" view
#1718 Show groups of regex match of events in details views of Event Console
#2107 mkeventd: can now handle syslog format of Sophos firewalls
#2223 Allow cancelling actions to be omitted of the cancelled event is not (yet) open
#2333 The Event Console log level can now be configured via GUI
#2334 Logging details about loaded SNMP MIB modules during startup
#2326 Allow relating Event Console hosts to monitoring hosts now also by alias
#2411 Check check_mkevents: Now able to look for events matching the host alias
#2508 It is now possible to upload multiple zipped MIB files at once
#2562 SNMP trap translation can now be configured to put trap description into event text
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PAUSE / BREAK
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